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SUMMARY 
'The objcctivc of the work conducted under this contract was to  evaluate means for increasing 
tllc el'fcctivcncss of low frequency sound absorbing liners for aircraft engines by coupling low 
froqucncy absorber elements, such as I~elmholtz resonators. Wllilc single, uncoupled I-lelmho!tz 
resollators arc very e ffec tivc absorbers for a pure tonc acoustic spectrum, they d o  not rcprcscnt 
the niost effective device for attenuation of broad spectrum noise in that thc impedance char- 
acteristics cab be designed to  be optimum only in the vicinity of a single frequency. The con- 
cept of coui. ing resonators results in an absorbing li~icr with more adjustable parameters, or 
degrees of freedom, that can be tailored to  be more nearly optimum over a range of frequcncy 
and more suitable to  attenuate broad spectrum noise. Specifically the problem of attenuation 
of low frequency core engine noise is considered requiring an absorber that is effective over a 
frequency range of one to  two octaves centered at  400 Hz. 
'Illree schemes for coupling resonators in pdrs were modeled analytically and studied to  deter- 
mine the most promising. All comparisons were made holding total attenuating liner volume 
constant and equal t o  that of a baseline uncoupled resonator absorber previously evaluated by 
P&WA. The most promising coupling scheme was found to  be one in which the resonator 
pairs were coupled in parallel. - 
The parallel coupled scheme was optimized by varying the design parameters t o  minimize the 
perceived noise level (PNL) of a typical low fr~quency core engine spectrum. An optimum 
and two off-optimum designs were defined, and the designs were translated into hardware 
with the aid of results of tests on single uncoupled resonators aimed at relating resonator de- 
sign parameters t o  resonator geometry, grazing flow, and sound pressure level. 
Measurements of impedance of the optimum and off-optimum coupled resonators were made 
and were found to  be in good agreement with predictions based on the governing equations. 
It was concluded that the transformation of the coupled designs to  hardware was accomplislled 
satisfactorily. 
Measurements of attenuation of panels of coupled resonators were in agreement with predic- 
tions based on rneasured impedance. Furthermore, ali coupled resonator panels tested sllowed 
an increase in peak attenuation of about 50% and an increase is attenuation bandwidth of one 
one-third octave band over that obtained for the P&WA supplied uncoupled resonator panel. 
These improvements in attenuation characteristics resulted in source spectrum PNL reduction 
about 35% greater for the coupled resonator panel than for the equal length of uncoupled 
baseline treatment. Alternately it was determined that the coupled resonator treatment length 
could be reduced by 24% snd provide the same PNL reduction as the tested length of un- 
coupled baseline treatment. The coupled resonator concept, therefore, was determined to 
represent a significant improvement in treatment effectiveness over the s~ngle uncoupled con- 
cept for attentuation of l o ~ r  frequency broad spectrum noise. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Low frequency noise is generated in the corc engine section of modcr~r turbofan engincs, and 
is predicted to bc a significant noise source froin future high bypass ratio engines. For cxsmple, 
corc engine noise has been identified as an area of collcern for the JT8D-109 Refan engine 
being studied under a NASA contract. Unpublished estimates indicate that the noise char- 
acteristics of this engine could be improved significantly, by a 2 to  4 dB reduction of low fre- 
quency core engine noise. For ccrrent high bypass engines in acoustically treated nacelles, 
sirch as are used to  power tlle 747, DC-10 and LlOl I ,  it has been estirmted that core noise 
is within 5 EPNdB of the noise level set by tile fanc1)*. Consequentl;, rsre noise suppres- 
sion will be required r'or future models of these airplanes if significantly lower noise levels 
are t o  be achieved. 
Because earlier turbofan engines were fan noise dominated, acoustic treatment technology 
evolved for the frequency range above 2000 Hz where prominent fan tones clearly were iden- 
tified. Following the successful inflight demonstrations of acoustically treated nacelles conduct- 
ed by NASA in 1969 using 707(*) and D C - ~ ( ~ )  aircraft, acoustic treatment has been incorl~or- 
ated in fan inlets and fan ducts of a variety of production airplanes. Although further hidl fre- 
quency fan noise attenuation can be achieved, low frequency core engine noise may limit the 
benefits that can be realized. Consequently, technology must be developed to  suppress core 
engine noise. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was awarded a contract (NAS3-18552) to  conduct an 
Advanced Acoustics Suppression Concepts program t o  develop low frequency acoustic treat- 
nient technology. 
1.2 PROGRAM 
The objective of this program was to  sval uate means for increasing the effectiveness of low 
frequency sound absorbing liners by coupling low frequency absorber elements, such as 
Helmholtz resonators or  folded deep backing depth liners, t o  achieve higher attenuation over 
a broader frequency range. The technical effort under this program was accomplished in two 
phases: detailed a~lalytical studies of selected concepts, and an experimental program to  test 
configurations identified as most promising under the analytical studies. 
The .,nalytical studies consisted of development of analytical models of three coupled low 
frequency absorber element configurations and selection of the most promising for testing. 
This study also included development of prediction procedures for resonator impedance and 
attenuation, and definition of configurations for test model fabrication. The test program 
was conducted in the P&WA dual reverberation chamber flow duct facility. Impedance mea- 
surements were taken on single resonators and the coupled resonators, defined during the 
analytical studiss, a.t three values of grazing flow velocity for two sound pressure levels over 
a range of frequencics froin 50 to 1000 Hz. The results of these tests were used t o  verify and 
improve the impedance models. Attenuation spectra were obtained for the three coupled 
resonator configurations for a low frequency broadband noise source at three values of gazing 
flow (Mach number (Mn) 0, 0.27, and 0.45) and one value of overall sound pressure level 
( 140 dB) typical of core levels. 
'Note: A list of references is provided on page 60. 
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2.0 ANALYTICAL STUDIE 
2.1 APPROACH USED I N  IVlODELlNG RESONATORS 
Analytical ~~ lode l s  of the coupled resonators were developed to providc tlic basic tools for 
prcclicting impcdancc and attenuation cl~aracteristics of the thrcc coupling schen~es. l i t  
particulur, preclictions from the models were used in the optinlizatio~l of the three coupling 
schemes, the selection of the most promising, and the definition of an optimum and two off- 
optimum configurations for test. In this section, the approach used to  rnodel the resonators 
will be described. Detailed descriptions for each particular resonator type considered are 
included in subsequent sections. 
In all cases, lumped parameter modeling was employed and the models were constructed in 
terms of the analogous impedance* of the individual physical The condition 
under which lumped parameter modeling is useful, that the physical dimensions of the 
resonators be less than a quarter wavelength of sound over the frequency range of interest, 
is satisfied over most of the test frequency range, 50 to 1000 Hz, inasmuch as the largest 
resonator dimension i~ 1 C ;m and the smallest acoustic wavelength of interest is 34 cm (at 
1000 Hz). 
The modeling process for both single arlC coupled resonators consists of the two steps 
diagrammed scl~ematically in Figure 2-1. As indicated, the first step consists of a derivation 
of the impedance by using the equations of motion applied to a lumped parameter represen- 
tation of the Helmholtz resonators. The equations of motion are expressed in the time 
domain, and the lumped parameters, which form the coefficients in the resulting differential 
equations, are taken to be constants. Impedance, the quantity that is to  be the end pro ,ct 
of the modeling, is defined in the frequency domain and is obtained by assuming the de- 
pendent variables t o  vary sinusoidally with time. 
2. - 
*Note: The term "analogous inpedance" is taken from Reference (4.1, Vibration a11d 
Sound by P.M. Morse. In this text, lumped parameter modeling of acoustic devices, 
including resonators, is developed in terms of electric circuit analogies. Voltage is con- 
veniently analogous t o  pressure and current to volume velocity (velocity times area). 
Correspondingly, the analogous impedance in acoustic quantities is the ratio of pressure 
to  volume velocity. The acoustic impedance is defined as the ratio of pressure to  
velocity and is equal to  the analogous impedance rnultiplied by an appropriate area. 
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Tlic lurnpcd paramctcrs arc masses i~ssociatcd wit11 necks or  constrictions (Mi), resistii~iccs 
associatctl with dissipvtivc clcmcnts (Ki), antl spring constants associated with cncloscd 
volumes (Ci) of  the resoriator o r  resonatdr arrays. In the sccorid step in thc nlodelitig pro- 
cess indicated in Figure 2-1, these paramzters are determined in terms of resonator geometry, 
grazing flow, applied souncl prcssure level, and tlie nnlbient propcrtics of the medium by 
~ncasuring i~npedance and inferring their v a l ~ ~ e s  from the equation for irnpedatice (see 
Section 3. I ) .  The measured resistance parameter of a single resdnator with grazing flow, as 
discussed in tlie next section, is found to be a function of freqtrency. In the modeling, the 
function is approximated by a constant. This approximation permits the description of tlie 
siliglc resonator with flow as a siniple harmonic oscillator with a viscous damping term 
identified with the resonator neck. Iniprovements on  this model are discussed in Section 3.3. 
INPUT: 
PARAMETERS 
OUTPUT: 
z 
MODEL OF RESONPTOR 
(EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
IN TERMS OF LUMPED 
'I - - -  f 
'i 
PARAMETERS) 
STEP 1 
INPUT: 
MEASURED VALUES OF 
OUTPUT: 
VALUES OF PARAMETERS 
RESONATOR - 
GEOMETRY 
GRAZING EVALUATION OF 
PARAMETERS FROM 
MEASVREMENTS ON 
SPL SINGLE RESONATORS 
PROPERTIES -I 
STEP 2 
Figure 2-1 Diagram of Resor~aror Modeling Process 
l'hroitgl~ tlic cqitnlions of tnotion, rllc volttt~~r* vclocity at a rcsonatc)r !luck is related to lllc 
;lpl>licJ pressure by tllc ;tn;~logotts i~llpctlnncc (ill tllc I'rcq ucncp dorllaitl). 'l'llc qitatitity 
11scful subscc~ucn'ly to calculate attcnuatioti. Ilowcvcr, is tlic ratio of:~pplicd prcssurc to tllc 
urqcrcrgc locity city tlorni;~i to lllc sitrfilcc of the reson;ttor. Tlic noil-clinlcn~iut~:~l form of this 
r;ltio, t11c ~ ~ ~ ( ' c i j k  N C O I I S ~ ~ C  i t~l~~cdaticc,  is tile ctld rcsalt of most of tllc calculations, and tlic 
two inipcdaticcs nrc rc.l;~tccl by tlic equations: 
where 
5 = specific acoustic impedance 
8 = speciiic acoustic resistance 
x = specific acoustic reactal~ce 
2 Za = Ra + iXa = analogous impedance (cgs Rayls/cm ) 
2 Ra = analogous resistance (cgs Rayls/cm ) 
2 Xa = analogous reactance (cgs Rayls/cm ) 
2 As = resonator: surface area (cm ) 
3 po = ambient density (g/cm ) 
c = ambient speed of sound (cm/sec) 
This notation will be used consistently througllout this report. 
2.1.1 Analytical Modeling of Single Resonator Impedance 
The resonator modeling procedure outlined in the previous scction is most conven~ently 
cxplairied in terms of single uncoupled resonators because of  the basic simplicity of  the 
system. Models corresponding to  the two steps in Figure 2- 1 for single resonators were 
taken from the i i t e r a t ~ r e ( ~ 5  5 9  and 6 ,  and from previous P&WA experience with resonator 
duct liners at higher frequencies (1,000 to  10,000 Hz). 
The empirical equations that result for the al~alogous resistance and reactance of a resonator 
exposed to flow are: 
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REPRoI,lic'l!:~i.I 1 1. 1 1  
ORIGINAL PJLC. I., iS l'O, / ;i 
1 
- ( )  ..($)i= M,W-- 
x a  - W C., w 
where 
w = angular frequency 
a1 = an experi~ncntally derived constant 
Mn = (free stream) grazing flow Mach number 
2 Ah = resonator neck cross sectional area (cm ) 
1, = effective length of the resonator ncck (cm) 
3 V = enclosed volunle (cm 
4 Ma = ulalogcus mass (grnlcm ) 
4 2 Ca = analogous capacitance or comp~~ssabil i ty (cm sec /em) 
These expressions were derived from the equation of motion for a Hcltnholtz resonator, i.e., 
where 
q = volume flow 
P = applied pressure amplitude 
The icsonant frequency is defined by the condition that Xa = 0, resulting in: 
uo = C ( A ~ / I , V ) ~  12 2-5 
The specific acoustic resistance and reactance for a single resonator can be derived from 
Equations 2- 1,2-2, and 2-3, and are: 
where 
o = Ah/As = the open (ncck) to total surface area ratio of the resofiator. 
The quantities a ,  ant1 l arc dctcrminrcl from cxpcrimentnl data. Meastrrenlents at lligl~cr 
frequencies (2000 - 6000 I Iz) indicate that for perforated pl;~tcs with llolc diameters of about 
I mm a value of a1 equal to 0.3 rcsi~lts in good agreement betwcen Equation 2-6 and nlcnsurcd 
d ~ r t a ( ~ ) .  Si~rilarly, experience, as well as data report' in the literature ( 6 ) ,  indicates that 
1, = I + 612 (npproximatcly), for zero grazing flow*, and 
1, = I + d/4 (approximately), for grazing flows above 30 n1/sacm, 
where 
1 = the physical leiigtll of the resonator neck and 
d = the diameter of the neck. 
A comparison of impedance predicted from this model for a resonator is shown in Figwe 2-2. 
As indicated, good cgreement is obtained between predicted and measured reactance for the 
test conditions. The resistance measurements show more scatter than the reactance measure- 
ments. Despite this scatter, there appears to  be a decrease in measured resistance with increas- 
ing frequency, a result that is a t  variance with the perforated plate resistance model, Equation 
2-6. To retain the concept of a resistance independent of frequency, resistance is taken to 
be a constant in such a manner that it agrees with the measured data in the vicinity of reson- 
ance. In this way, it is expected that peak attenuation, which depends strongly on resistance 
near the resonant frequency, will be most accurately predicted. The single resonator test 
results and the validity of the model for single resonators are presented in more detail in 
Sections 3.1 and 3.3 and, in particular, the error incurred in assuming a resistance independ- 
ent  of frequency is examined. 
Two representations of the resistance of uncoupled resonators were used to  generate coupled 
resonator impedance and attenuation predictions. In the coupled resonator optimization 
studies described below, the resistance of a resonator neck is taken to  be independent of 
frequency and t o  agree with the measured data in the vicinity of resonance (Figure 2-2). The 
resistance defined in this way is not in agreement with equation 2-6 for the range of Mach 
number values and percent open area investigated, but was considered to model the data 
more accurately. In Figures 3-4 through 3-7 (Section 3.1.2), showing comparisons of pre- 
dicted and measured impedance of uncoupled resonators, the results of equaticn 2-6 are 
indicated for comparison. T o  improve the resistance model further by taking into account 
observed dependence of resistance on frequency, a point by point linear curve fit to the mea- 
sured data was used. The impedance predictions for coupled resonators using this nlodel are 
compared with measurements in F'lgures 3-1 7 through 3-1 9. 
*Note: Relationships most frequently given in the literature are, for a circular hole, 
le = 1 + 0.7 d without grazing flow and I, = I + 0.35d with grazing flow greater than 
30 m/sec. The accuracy of the expressions given is discussed in Section 3.1. 
P A G E  NO. 9 
2.1.2 Analytical Modeling of Coupled Resonator Impedance 
Tlie three sclicmes for coupling pairs of rcso11,itors 11131 were considcrcd arc dirtgrarnniccl in 
Figure 2-3. As indicated in the figure, tlicy ?re rekrrcd to  as series, parallel, and foldcd 
coupling. Tlle essential feature of all tllrce sclienles is that ill1 asytnmctry is introduced to 
insure tliat a pressure imbalance exists across the coupling tubc bctwccn tlie two cavities i n  
tlle frequency range of interest. This causes flow in the coupling tubc atid eriergy dissipatiolr 
in the associated resistive clcnient. 
Modeling of tlie three schemes is accon~plished by dcriving the equatior : of nlotion in tcrn~s 
of the constant parameters described in the preceding section. This lcads in each case to a 
set of  equations from which the spccific acoustic itnpedance of the coupled resonator pair 
can be derived. The values of Mi, Ri, and Ci are obtained from appropriate measurements 
in single resonators. Impedance measurements on single resonators with flow are used to  
deterrnilie the parameters Mi and Ri for coupled resonator necks with and witliout flow to 
determine these paramerers for internal coupling tubes. Test results are presented in 
Section 3.1. 
F@re 2-2 C ~ m p r i s o n  of  ~ i ~ t g l e  Resor'aror Impedance Model with Meastrred Data, 
Uncoupled Resortator #3  (see Tabk 3-1) 
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C) FOLDED COUPLING 
2.1.2.1 Series Coupled Resonators 
The pitrarncters iiscd in rl~otlcling thc series couplcd resonator are indicated in Figure 2-3a. 
As sliown in the figure, there arc two Inass clcrnents. The equations of iilotion f ~ r  the two 
milsses are: 
where M, R, and C are defined in ~ ~ u a t i n s  2-2 and 2-3 above. 
These equations relate the acceleration of each mass element (in analogous units) to  the sum 
of the forces on it. In this case, the "spring" restoring force term for M 1 is related to 
(91 - 92), the net flow into volume V 1, and this same force acts on M2 in the opposite 
(positive) sense. The "spring" restoring force on M2 is related to q2, the net flow into V2. 
Assuming a solution of the form q = Qe iwt and rearranging terms, two equations in two un- 
unknowns 2.re obtained: 
These are of the form: 
and the solutioii for Q1 is: 
The analogous impedance of the system at the point of application of the external pressure 
is by definition: 
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and the specific acoustic impcdancc, from Equutio!~ 2-1, is: 
A computer program was written to  evaluate Equation 2- 15 (or 2-1 6) as a function of fre- 
quency. A sample result of this program is presented in Figure 2-4, where Ra and Xa are 
plotted vs. frequency. This result is presented to indicate what was found to be a general 
feature of coupled resonators. That is, that the rise in reactance with increasing frequency 
is interrupted because of the coupling, and can even be reversed over a range of frequency. 
At the same time, a significant increase in resistance occurs. The resistance peak i s  not in 
any way related t o  a non-linear effect associated with a high flow rate through a constriction. 
The governing equations are strictly linear, and the character of the curves in Figure 2-4 is 
the result of linear co~pling.  
113 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY - Hz 
4 E l r e  2 4  hedicted .Irnpedartce for a Series Coupled Reso~rator with MI = 0.0003 gmlcm , R1 = 0. I0 
4 gm/crn4 see, CI = O.OD0.55 ctu4 s e 2 / g ~ 1 .  M2 = 0.001 gm/cnr4, R2 = I .  00 gm/c~?z ssc, 
C2 = 0,00015 cnr4 sc$/gm 
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2.1.2.2 Parallel Coupled Resonators 
The approacli to modeling p;irallel couplcd rcsonators is identical to that for series coupling. 
The parameters for the parallel coupled schernc are defined in Figure 2.3b. As indicatcd, 
there are three mass ele~nerlts identified wit11 the coupling tube and the two necks cxposcd 
to flow. Thc goverl~ilig equations for tile three illass elements are: 
It has been assumed that identical pressures are applied externally at the two resonator neck 
openings. The hssumption is justified by noting that the wavelength is -- long - . compared to the 
distance between the resonator neck openings and the dimensions of the resonaton. 
Again, assuming a solution of the form q = Qe iwt and rearrangirig terms: 
These equations must be solved for both Q1 and Q2 since the net flow into the coupled 
resonator system is the sum of these two quantities. The equations above are of the form: 
and tlic solutions for Q I  and Q2 arc obtained in a form similar lo  Equation 2-1 4. Finally, 
the analogous impcd;!iicc is I'/(Q] + Qz), tfic ratio of ilie npplicd prcssurc to the net flow 
into tile coupled resonator. The specific iriipeda~~ce is:
where As is the total si~rface area of the coupled resonator pair exposed to  t:,e driving 
pressure, P. 
As with the series coupled resonators, the equations for the analogous impedance as a func- 
tion of frequency were programmed for computer solution, and plots similar to Figure 2-4 
w:re generated for study. 
2.1 -2.3 Folded Coupled Resonators 
The parameters of the folded coupled resonator scheme are identified in Figure 2 . 3 ~ .  As 
indicated in the figure, there are five mass elements, and this leads to  five governing equations 
of motion. The system, as can be seen by comparing Figure 2-3a, b, and c, has the 
appearance of two series coupled resonators that are in ~dd i t ion  coupled-in parallel. The 
equations of motion in the time domain are listed below. 
The solution of the equations to  define the analogous impedance is rather lengthy. Since 
it follows exactly the steps described for the series and parallel coupled schemes, it is not 
given in detail here. Some ex;mplcs of the computer calculations of the analogous impe- 
dance are presented in Section 2:3 along with results for the series and parallel scliemcs and a 
discussion of the most pro~nising scheme. 
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The geomctrical lti~ranlc tcrs of the couplcd rcsonn tors ( i .~ . ,  tube lcngtl~s and dian~c tcrs, anil 
cavity volt~mcs) arc relatctl to !he values of Mi,  Ri, ant1 Ci, dekrmined to bc optirnuti~, by 
rnodcls dcvelopccl from singlc resonator tcst rcsults. Tllesc models are Equations 2-1 tllrougll 
2-7 and the test results are presented in Section 3.1. Mi, Ri and Ci are defined as: 
po Ici 
Mi =- 
A11i 
Vi ci = -2 
poc 
R i = a l M p O c  
-
Ahi 
where 
lei = effective length of the it11 neck (cm) 
2 Ahi = cross sectional area of the ith neck (cm ) 
Vi = volunle of ith cavity (cm3) 
2.1.3 Analytical Attenuation Calculations 
Attenuation predictions for single and coupled resonator panels were made using an existing 
PWA computer program. This program computes attenuation par centimeter for the first 
five modes that are functions of the coordinate normal to  the treated wall in a rectangular 
duct of infinite length with one treated wall and an opposing hard wall. The solutions are 
two dimensional and are functions of the axial coordinate and one cross section coordinate. 
The input to  the program includes wall impedance, duct passage height (distance between 
the treated wall and opposing hard wall) and free stream Mach number. Attenuation was 
calculated for the least attenuated mode in terms of pressure wave decay coefficients. The 
calculaticn procedure assumes a uniform flow profile in the duct and takes into account an 
infinitely thin shear layer at the duct walls. This assumption about the shear layer is equiv- 
alent t o  the use of displacement continuity boundary conditions@). In all cases, including 
0th analytical predictions and test configurations, the duct passage height is 12.7 cm (5 
inches) and the length of treatment considered is 50.8 cm (20 inches). Attenuation pre- 
dictions for the specified length of treatment are taken to be the pressure wave attenuation 
per centimeter (for an infinitely long duct) inultiplied by the treated length. 
The program was modifizd to zccept as input either impedance of resonator panels, derived 
from the analytical models described above, or  measured impedance data so that discrep- 
ancies between impedance model predictions and test results could be evaluated in tellns of 
differences in attenuation. 
2.2 LINER OPTIMIZATION 
13y iisc o f  the impcclance models 2nd acotlstic wave proplrgalion calculations, an a t tcnu;~t io~i  
spcctrutn versus t'rccluellcy con be prcclicterl for given rcsonrltor trciitment panel iitltl flow 
duct conclitions. Viirying thc resonator treatment pancl parameters results in changes in lllc 
prcdicted iittenuation spectrum, and an optirnum can bc ucl~icvcd wllcn the attenuation is 
niaxiniized in some sense. The optinium impedance a t  i I  single frcqiiency is that complex 
value that givcs the maximum attenuation at that frcqi~cncy rind each freqitency has a unicltlc 
value. A lincr with an inipedilnce characteristic t1i:lt follows the optimum in this sense at 
every frequency over the range of interest would be optimum by any reiisonable slanclard. 
The properties of silch a liner can ue defined for purposes o f  reference, although the cons- 
tniction of such a liner might not be possible in practice. In Figure 2-5, for example, lines 
of constant attenuation are plotted on a grid of  resistance and reactance for a given value of 
frequency and, as can be seen from the figure, an attenuation maximum of  about 0.79 dblcnl 
exists for this particular case at a specific acoustic impedance o f  =' 0.25 + i 0.24 a t  475 Hz. 
Figure 2-5 Cbrttours of  Cortstattt Attetlilatiott in the Itnpeciattce Plane, h111-0.45, Leost Attett~iated hlode 
The curves of  constant attenuation in Figure 2-5 correspond t o  the duct configuration de- 
scribed in Section 2.1 with a flow Mach number of 0.45*. By exatnitling similar plots, opti- 
ma at other freqilencies can be defined, and by compilhg the results from such plots, the 
optimum impedance can be charted as a function of  frequency. The results of such a stutly 
are tabulated in Table 2-1 ancl plotted in Figure 2-6 along with the impedance of a single re- 
sonator. As indicated in the figilrc, the impedance of a pancl of single resonators can inter- 
sect the optimum resistance and ieactance curves simultaneously at a sir;gle frequency, but, 
as expected from experience, the resonator impedance characteristics are such that they tcricl 
t o  be near the optimum o m  only small range of  frcclirc-sies. 
*NOTE: This corresponds to the baseline uncoitplctl resollator contlitions ancl thc contli- 
tions for which the coupled resonritors are to  be optitnizetl. See Section 2.4. 
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- - - UNCOUPLED FIESONATOR 
OPTIMUM 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
Figure 2-6 Optimum Resistance and Reactarrce for Sample Uncorcpled Resottator, 
Mn = 0.45 
Given a liner with an infinite number of  adjustable parameters, o r  degrees of  freedom, thc 
boundary impedance of  the duct  could, in theory, bc adjusted t o  match the optimum over 
a w ~ d e  range o f  frequencies, and the attenuation as a function of frccluency would match 
the values in Tablc 2-1. 
Mach No. 
OPTIMUM R1:SISTANCE AN11 REACTANCE 
F O R  TYPICAL MAC11 NUMBERS AN11 FREQUENCIES 
Freqitcncy Resistance I~eactanee 
tlz (Dimensionless) ( I~i!n~:nsi~certlcas) 
2.2.1 Optimization Criteria For Uncoupled and Coupled Resonators 
In the absence of enough adjustable parameters to  optimize attenuation at every frequency 
over the desired range, it becomes necessary t o  redefine the optimization problem. If, for 
example, the spectrum of noise to be attenuated is a pure tone, the optim!.!m liner is tile one 
that gives maximum attenuation, as described in the preceding section, at the frequency of 
the tone. Clearly, a panel of uncoupled resonators capable of meeting the optin~urn criterion 
of the preceeding section would be entirely suited to this spectrum. If the energy in the 
spectrum is spread continuously over a range of frecluency, however, the optimum liner may 
consist of resonators damped to give a modest attenuation over the range without being op- 
timum in the sense of the previous section at  any frequency. To define the optirriization 
problem, it is necessary to  specify both the spectrum of noise to be attenuated and the pro- 
perty of the spectrum t o  be minimized. 
The spectrum used t o  define an optimization criterion for the various coupled and uncoupled 
resonant liners investigated under this program is a typical low frequency core engine noise 
spectrum presented in Figure 2-5. As indicated, the spectrum peaks at 400 Hz. The property 
of the spectrum to be minimized is the perceived noise level (PNL) with the length of treat- 
ment held constant (50.8 cm). Treatment width (50.8 cm) and dcpth (10.2 cm) are also 
held constant, and all tlimensions are the same as used for the P&WA uncoupled baseline 
panel (see Section 2.4). With these constraints, the optimization problem is defined, ant1 
this criterion is used in deaiing with evaluation and optimization of single and coupled re- 
sonator liners. 
2.2.2 Alternate Optimization Criterion 
As a practical matter, the decreise in PNL may be specified, for example, for a turbo far^ cn- 
gine to meet a specified noise rccluirement. In this case it may bc desired to minimize thc 
length of treatment required by varying the liner parameters with the PNL reduction Iicld 
constrtllt. In See, ~n 3.4, in whicll tlle couplctl resonator co t~ccpt  is evaluatctl in conrp:lrison 
lo tllc o p l i ~ n ~ ~ t n  siilclc rcsoi,,*tor tic-ign, this critc'rio~t as well as the one of the previous scc- 
( r>n is appliccl as a Incasurc of al'lec:tivr.ncss. 
100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 1600 
FREQUENCY (HZ), 
Figure 2- 7 Low Frequency Core Noise Spectrum 
2.3 SELECTION OF COUPLED RESONATOR CONFIGURATIONS FOR TEST 
The three coupled resonator geometrical configllrations were evaluated relqtive t o  each other 
by generating a series of  predicted attenuation versus frequency curves and s~:>ing those dc- 
signs that provided significant a t t c n ~ ~ a t i o n  ver an octave band centered near 400 Hz. Thc 
annoyance (noy) values of the attenuated source spcctrum of Figure 2-7 were then cxalnincd 
for those designs t o  determine the most promising coupling scheme. l'inally, the paramctcrs 
of  the governing c q ~ ~ a t i o n s  for the most promising scheme were varied t o  minimize thc I'NL 
with regard to the source spectrum. 
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111 : t I I  citscs, i11tcn11;rtion jlrctlictions wcrc g~*ncrittcil for a cli~ct rcatcd on oric side with 50.S 
c111 (20 i~iclics) o f  trCatmcllt, it spacing 01' 12.7 ctn ( 5  inclics) I)ctwccn trcat~iicnt ilntl thc 01)- 
pc~si~ig Il;~rtlwoll, nncl il duct ilow hlaclr nitmbcr of 2.45. These conrli~ions of duct flow atit1 
gcon~ctry corrcspo~itl to tllc contlitio~is ilnilcr wliicll tlic uncouj)lctl resonator pancl basclillc 
data wcrc gcneratcd at~il are representative o f  the hli~clt num0crs ,111tl geometry in ;III cnginc 
tailpipe, wllcrc core noise absorption woultl bc pl;~cctl. 
2.3.1 Series Coupled Resonator 
The series coilpled resonator, Figure 2-3a, is the least complcx of the coitpletl rtsonator con- 
figurations. The six para~ncters that can be varied are identified in the figure. 
The total enclosed volulne is fixed by the criteria established in Snction 2.2, reducing thc 
number uf variables to five. F~~rthermore ,  curves of analogous resistance versus frequency 
indicate that the coupled resonator resistance is always equai to or  larger than the resistance 
associated with the hole exposed to  flow. To keep the system resistance low, R1 was set 
equal t o  0.1 (dimensionless). This represented the smallest practical value t!lat could be 
achieved with a grazing flow of Mach number 0.45. Data to  support this value are presented 
in Section 3.1. The choice of  R1 ~e,duces the number of variables to  four. 
For the series coupled resonator, the relationship between parameters in analogous anti di- 
mensionless units (see Equations 2-1 through 2-7) is: 
A list of typical values of the four variables and the precited attenuations are given in Tablc 
2-11. The highest attenuation predicted for all frequencies over the 400 1-12 octave band, as 
indicated in the table, was found t o  b 0.083 dB/cm. The design that yielded this result was 
selected to  be the "best" of the series coupled designs, and was compared to  similarly selected 
designs for the parallel and folded coupled designs. 
P A G E  NO. 2 1 
TABLE 2-11 
ATTENUATION O F  VAlilOUS SERIES COUPLI'D CONFIGURATIONS 
All parameters in analogous cgs units CONSTANTS: R I  = 0.1 
C1 + C2 = 0.0007 
Variable Parameters 
Attn 
dB/cm 
* "best" configuration 
2.3.2 Parallel Coupled Resonator 
The parallel coupled resonator, Figure 2.3b, is a more complex coupled configuration. It 
requires definition of resistance and mass for three tubes and capacitance for the two 
volumes, giving eigllt parameters in all. As with the series resonator described above, the total 
volume remains constant and the resistance of tlle tubes open to the duct should be small. 
The discussion of  the previous section continues to be valid, and in this case, three of the 
parameters are fixed. This leaves five parameters to  be varied. 
The values of the five parameters that were varied and the rneasurc of atteni~ation achlcved 
over an octave band ccnterzd at 400 Hz, are presented in Table 2-111. The parameter valucs 
leading to the higllest attenuation as determined by this criterion rre indicated in thc tablc. 
By comparing attenilation values from Tables 2-11 and 2-111, the higl~est attenuation achieved 
over an octave band centerr2 tear 400 can he seen to be 0.10 d.r3jcn1 for the parallel couplet! 
design. This represents a 20 percent improvelilent over the best series coupled resonator c-1~1- 
figuration. 
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TABLE 2-111 
ATTENUATION OF VARIOUS PARALLEL COUPLED CONFIGURATIONS 
All paranlctcrs in analogoi~s cgs ilnits CONSTANTS: R1 = R2 = 0.1' 
c 1  + C 2  = 0.0014 
Variable Parameters 
Attn. ' 
dBIcm 
* "best" configuration 
2.3.3 Folded Coupled Resonator 
The folded resonator configuration, Figure 2-3c, is the most complex of the three coupled 
resonator configurations. In all, as shown in Figure 2-3c, there art: five coupling tubes for 
wfiich mass and resistance must be defined and four volumes for which capacitance must be 
defined for a total of fourteen parameters. Fixing the total volume and the resistance of  the 
tubes exposed t o  flow, as  discussed in the previous sections, reduces the number o f  parameters 
t o  be varied t o  eleven. 
In order to have an organized approach to the problem of optimizing this configuration, the 
folded couplcd resonator is considered as two series resonators coupled in parallel. The par- 
ameters of the two series resonators are chosen to correspond to the optimum for a series 
coupled resonator, and the coupling tube parameters, R3 and M3 in Figure 2-3c, are adjusted 
until an optimum design is achieved. This results in a restrictive optimization of the foldcd 
coupled configuration. tlowevcr, no  variation of the parameters, including those listed as 
constant in Table 2-IV for  this configuration, was found that led to a better result tllan thc 
"best" of  Table 2-IV. Tlic foldetl couplccl config11r:ltion has one  and a halt' times as many 
design parameters as the pilrallci couplrtl configuration, ant1 in the sense- ')f thc cliscussion in 
Section 3.4, should have n greater potential for opti~iiization over a mngc of frequency. This 
potential, if it exists for the folded coupled cotlfigur:~tion, was not realized during the course 
of  the study. 
Some values of  the pararlieters assumed and tlie resulting 4 0 0  Hz octave band attenuations 
are presented in Table ZIV. As indicated in tlic table, tlic maximum at tcni~at ion over an  
octave is 0.098 d B  per cm and on  this basis the foltlcd coupled configuration ., predictctl to  
be ahout as good as the parallel coupled configuration. 
TABLE 2-IV 
ATTENUATION O F  VARIOUS FOLDED COUPLED CONFIGURATIONS 
All parameters in ~na logous  cgs units CONSTANTS: 
* "best" configuration 
2.3.4 Selection of the Most Promising Scheme 
Attenuation 
dB/cm 
By comparing the predicted attenuations for the three coupling schemes, the parallel coupling 
scheme is pretlicted t o  be morc effective than the series coupling scheme, The  folded coupling 
scheme, however, is about as elfcctive as the pnmllci. To  aid in further evaluating the tllrce 
coul>ling sclicnlcs, tlic 113 octavc ba~id 110y V;IIUCS for tlic source SJ)CC~~CIII I ,  ;IS a t t c ~ ~ ~ ~ a t c ~ l  by 
the best scrics, par;tllcl, ancl Soldcd couplcil rcscnntor designs (from Tables 2-11, 111, anrl IV) 
were clctcrminctl, and tllc rcsults arc plottccl in Figure 2-8. Also sliown in the f i ~ u r c  arc thc 
corrcspondi!lg noisc levels of the attenuated source spectrum in PNdB. These PNdB values 
sliouid not be taken as ttlc lowcst that can be achicvcd with any o f  the configi~rations ince 
tllcy llnvc 1101 been optin~izccl a t  this point with rcspcct t o  n~ininlizing the perceived rioisc 
levcl. As inrlicatcd, the pilrallcl coitplcd configuration is again shown to be as good as or  
bct ter than tlie o t l ~ c r  two coupling schemes. 
/ ' - PNdB -0- SOURCE 97.1 -- SERIES COUPLED 93.2 - PARALLEL COUPLED 93.1 ---- FOLDED COUPLED 93.4 
113 OCTAVE BAND FREQUENCY (Hz) 
Figure 2-8 Cbnlparison on an Anttoyance Basis of  Predicted Perforntance of  the Tlvee Couplitzg 
Schemes 
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Because of thcse consiclcrations, ancl bccausc tlic foltlctl coupling sclict~\ :is rclativcly co~~i l l lcs ,  
the p;ir;illcl coupling sclic~~le was chossn for optinlization ;iccording to llic criteria of Sccliorl 
2.2 hnd for fa?lricatioti ant1 tcst. This clioicc rcs~iltctl in a config~iration for tcst tliat coultl IJC 
constructed with o maximum assurance tliat thc resonator para~nctcrs wcrc in fact closs to 
the design values. 
2.3.5 Definition of the Optimum Parallel Coupled Resonator Configuration 
The best values of the parallel coupled resonator pararnctcrs were taken as a starting point to 
optimize tllis coupling scheme according to the criterion of Section 2.2.' The various para- 
meters, with the exception of the total resonator volun~e but including the resistances of the 
tubes open t o  flow, were varied holding the treatment Icngth constant at 50.8 cm. until t l l  * 
PNL of the source spectrum was minimized. The parametric variation was performed by  thing 
the models described in Section 2.1 bf this report. 
A partial list of the parameter values considered and the predicted PNL of the attenuated 
source spectrum for each configuration are presented in Table 2-V. As indicated in the table, 
the predicted PNL is more sensitive near optimum to changes in the parameters of the tubes 
exposed to flow than to be parameters of the coupling tube. 
The parameter values listed in Table 2-V are in the analogous units described in Section 2.1, 
and the next step was to translate these to hardware design variables, such as tube length, 
diameter, etc., so that models could be fabricated for inqxdance and attenuation tests. 
Analogous units were convenient to  use during this phase of the study. The conversion to 
dimensionless units is given in Equation 2-32. ' 
To accomplish this, the models of Section 2.1 were used to  relate the M, R, and C parameters 
to  geometrical lengths. Single resonator test results, described in detail in a later section, 
were used t o  relate grazing flow controlled resistance to resonator neck geometry and to de- 
termine effective length with and without flow. The equations of Section 2.1, were used to 
calculate the impedance of the optimum coupled resonator. 
The resulting resonator dimensions are listed in Table 2-VI along with the dimensions of the 
optimum. As can be inferred from the table and Figure 2-9, all designs can be constructed 
without violating physical constraints. 
OPTIMUM 1'ARAMI"TERS FOR PAIZALLEL 
COUPLED CONFIGURATIONS 
CONSTANTS: C 1  = C 2 = 0 . 0 0 1 4  
*N = annoyance of treatea source spectrum 
**optimum configurations 
- - -- - - - 
Figure 2-9 Parallel Couplerf Resonator Geometric Par~nlctcrs 
I 
TABLE 2-VI 
SUMMARY OF COUPLED RESONATOR 
DESIGN PARAMETERS 
I 
Parameter Optimum 
Off-Optimum 
A B 
R3 RAYLS 2 6 26 26 
2.3.6 Definition of Two Off-Optimum Parallel Coupled Resonator Configurations 
Relating the desired resistance of the resonator necks, when exposed to  grazing flow, to phy- 
sical dimensions was considered to be the least accurate procedure in defining the optimum 
resonator. In addition, the predicted sensitivity of the optimum design to the values of these 
resistances resulted in the choice of the neck resistance as the parani rer to vary to  arrive at 
off-optimum designs for test. Correspondingly, the two off-optimum configurations were 
designed to  have a predicted 20 percent increase and decrease in resistance, relative to the 
optimum. 
2.4 ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF COUPLED RESONATORS 
In this section, analyti~al predictions of attenuation spectra and source spectrum PNL reduc- 
tion are presented c'omparisons are made between the predictions for the P&WA baseline 
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uncoupled resonator panel, an "improved" uncoupletl resonator baselin.: panel, and the three 
coupletl resonator configarations tliscusscd in Section 2.3. The duct geornetry and treatment 
length are licld constant as described in Section 2.1, and the duct flow Milch number is kept 
constant at a valuc of 0.45. The impedance variation with frequency is predicted by the use 
of  the models described in Section 2.1. The attenuation spectrum is predicted by use of the 
method described in Section 2.1.3. 
2.4.1 Baseline and Improved Baseline Attenuation Predictions 
The P&WA uncoupled resonator baseline data were obtained from a panel of reconators such 
as shown in Figure 2-10. The enclosed volume had been fixed at 1000 cm3 and the neck 
open area at  10 cm2 ( 10% of the surface area), resulting in a configuration whose dimensions 
were small compared to wavelengths in the core engine spectrum frequency range. The re- 
quirement that peak attenuation occur at 400 Hz fixed the mass parameter, M, associated 
with the resonator neck. Subsequently an analytical study was made to  optimize the reson- 
ator configuration in the sence discussed in Section 2.2.1 by varying the neck open x e a  (i.e., 
the resistance parameter) while holding the volume constant. 
Figure 2-1 0 P& WA Baseline Resor~ator 
The result of this study was an improved baseline resonator design, and although this confi- 
guration was never built and tested it was retained as the optimum uncoupled configuration 
and was used as a basis of  comparison for analytical evaluation of the coupled resonator co?- 
cept. 
The values o f  the analogous parameters of the baseline, predicted from Ecluations 2-1 thrmgh 
2-7, and the improved baseline are presented in Table 2-VII along with the predicted source 
spectrum PNL reduction achieved by the two configurations. As indicated in the table, thc 
P&WA baseline resonator is predicted to have a somewhat higher than optimum neck resis- 
tance. 
TABLE 2-VII 
BASELINE RESONATOR PARAME'TKRS, Mn = 0.45 
P&WA 
Baseline 
Improved 
Baseline 
Ra 0.478 0.3 12 
Ma 0.000236 0.000236 
Ca 0.00077 0.00077 
A PNL 2.8 3.8 
predicted 
2.4.2 Optimum and Off-Optimum Coupled Resonator Panel Predicted Attenuation 
Predicted attenuation for panels of the optimum and two off-optimum coupled configura- 
tions are presented in Figure 2-1 1. The off-optimum A configuration is shown in the figure 
t o  have a higher peak attenuation than the optimum. However, when plotted in terms of 
annoyance units, Figure 2-12, it can be seen that the attenuation provided by the optimum 
configuration between 3 15 and 630 Hz results in a more balanced curve with the optimum 
giving the lowest perceived noise level. 
2.4.3 Analytical Evaluation of the Coupled Resonator Concept 
A comparison of the predicted attenuation spectra of the P&WA baseline, improved baseline, 
and optimum parallel coupled resonator configurations are presented in Figure 2-13. As can 
be seen, the coupling scheme, when compared t o  results for unco~~pled resonators, is pre- 
dicted to  result not only in an increase in peak attenuation of about 50 percent but also in 
bandwidth of about 113 octave. It should be emphasized that the higher peak attenuation 
for the coupled resonator configuration is calculated under the constraint of minimizing the 
PNL of the attenuated source spectrum. Both the coupled and uncoupled configurations 
are capable of the same peak attenuation with this constraint removed, although the un- 
coupled resonators would exhibit a reduced bandwidth of attenuation. 
These results applied to  the source spectrum and transformed to  annoyance units are plotted 
in Figure 2-14. The figure indicates in a general way the manner in which the increased at- 
tenuation and bandwidth of the coupled scheme results in a reduction in PNL over that ob- 
tained with the uncoupled resonators. The calculated PNL reduction of the source spectrum 
achieved by the !'&WA baseline, improved baseline, and three coupled configurations are 
tabulated in Table 2-VIII. All coupled configurations show about the same PNL reduction 
and the optimum shows a 90 percent improvement over the P&WA baseline and a 40  per- 
cent improvement over the improved baseline. 
113 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY (HZ) 
Figure 2-1 1 Otnparison of Predicted Cotipled Resunator Attenuatior~, MN = 0.45 
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Figure 2-13 Comparison o f  Predicted Attenuation for Coupled and Uncoupied Baseline Resotlotars, 
Mtr= 0.45 
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Figure 2-14 Comnparison of Predicted Efjcects of Colrplcd atld Uticorrplcd Basclitle Resotra/or.s 
on Source Spcctrltttl itl Atltlo~~atrce (I,lits, M,J=O. 45 
Impcclancc and attcni~atioti mcasurcments were pci.formctl on tlic optimum and two off- 
optimtim designs to provitlc confirniation of the analyticiil ti~odcls and gi~itlance for tlic ini- 
provenicnt o f  the model. Tlicse test reslilts ant1 resulting coniparisons are clcscribed in Scc- 
tion 3. I .  
Table 2-VIII 
PREDICTED PNL REDlJCTlON O F  SOURCE SPECTRUM ACHIEVED 
BY 50.8 CM OF BASELINE AND COUPLED RESONATORS, hln = 0.45 
Configuration Noys PNL A PNL 
Source 52.3 97.1 - - 
Off-Optimum A 38.1 92.5 4.6 
Optimum 36.4 91.8 5.3 
Off-Optimum B 37.2 92.2 4.9 
Baseline 43.0 94.3 2.8 
"Improved" Baseline 40.3 93.3 3.8 
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31  RESONATOR IMPEDANCE TESTS 
Ir~pcdance measurements were performed both on uncoupled and coupled resonators to verify 
anitlytical predictions developed in Section 2.0. Specifically, the testing was directed toward 
checking the equations for modeling the resonator parameters in terms of geometry (Equations 
2-1 through 2-7) and the impedance predictions derived from the governing equations of the 
paritllel coupled resonators (Section 2.1). 
In the following sections, the test facility and impedance measurement instrumentation is 
described, and the eqilations for deriving impedance from the raw pressure and phase data 
are derived. Finally, typical examples of comparisons of model results with measured data 
are presented. 
3 1.1 impedance Test Facility ' 
The test specimen was mounted on one wall of the flow duct facility shown in Figure 3-1. 
The figure includes a close-up view of the location of the test specimen. A high amplitude 
driver was used to  excite the upstream chamber to  provide the required (approximately) 
sinusoidal sound pressure level at the surface of the test piece. 
- 
f HIGH INTEN! 
MICROPHONE h a n l c r  CAI 1 0 1  
. . . . - . . - . AIR TES r SECTI ON I 
EXHAUST 
/ \ MICROPHONE 
REVERBERATION CHAMBtR REVERBERATION CHAMBER 
Figure 3-1 fi /w Duct Facility 
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! 
The systeill for taking data is tli,~gra~;lnictl in Figt~rc 3-2. As sliowti in the figure, t l ~ c  sanle 
oscillator. uscd t o  cxcitc t l ~ c  acoustic driver is used to  tune tracking tiltcrs. From tlltt outputs 
of thc filters, pli;lsc and amplitucic measurcmcnts of pairs of niicropliotlc signals were ~naclc. 
Anlplitudcs were ~ncasurcd ilslng a true RllZS voltmctcr with ;i timc constant adjustabk as 1.c- 
quircd t o  ;!kcrage st;~tistical fli~ctuations that occur with flow. T'. relative phase of tlic I1r.o 
signals was nlcasurcd on linc ilsitig a port;lblc cross corrclation c. . i l ~ ~ ~ t c r .  Tllc flow duct 1'11- 
cilitp is capable ot' provicling grazing flow over the test spccimen in cxccss of blach number 
0.15. Tho cross correlation function of two filtered tnicrophone signals is 3 cosine function 
clispiaced from the zero delay time axis by a phasc angle equal to  tlic phase tliffcrencc bctwccn 
siglials. Because of the averaging performed by the corrclator, this systcnl was found t o  bc 
relaiively itnmune t o  f l uc tua t i~ns  occurring with flow as compared to  an available plrasc meter. 
Figure 3-2 Impedance Data Syster?~ 
r 
OSCl LLATOR 
Placement of the two microphones for uncoupled resonator impedance measurements is shown 
in Figure 3-3. In the frequency range of interest, the most satisfactory location for the du-t  
microphone was o n  the duct wall opposite the specimen. The other micmphone was located 
in the resonator cavity. 
At low frequencies, thc pressure in the cavity is related to the time integral of the volulnc 
flow tluough the resollator neck. Tlle cavity rllicrophone, therefore, nlcasures the volutnc 
velocity in the cavity neck, and tlie duct niicropi~onc Incasurcs the driving pressure. Tllc rclu- 
tiorisliip between cavity prcssurc and volitme velocity is: 
C 
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fro111 wllicl1 tllc ilnpctlancc <an bc c;~lculatccl by tllc ccluations: 
- i o t  PI - ]'Ic 
wlicre 
P I  = tlic duct pressure 
P2 =: the cavity pressure 
q = volume velocity in the resonator neck 
MIKE #2 
- FLOW 
MIKE # I  
Figure 3--? Alicropl~or~c Plnco~lcnr fiw Urlcouplcd Rcsortator /nrpc~lnnce hleas~lrcnients 
l ' l ~ c  test III'.LI . consistccl u i  ..;~pedancc mccrsurcrncnts of  three single rcsonators at 0 ,  0.27, 
ancl 0.45 grazing tlow Mach numbcr ant1 i ~ t  130tlB and 140dB sountl I)rcssure level at  tlic 
duct niicrophone. Thc physical characteristics of  the tljrce resonators are listed in Tablc 3-1. 
As inclica tctl in tlic table, the ttirce rcsona tors were cl~oscll t o  cover a 10 to  30 percent open 
, . 
area range. 1 he lowest pcrcent open area is t l ~ e  same as was iised for the I'&WA bascline 
rcsonators, ancl 3 0  percent is the highest usctl in defining the coupled resonators for test. 
TABLE 3-1 
UNCOUPLED RESONATOR GEOMETRICAL PARAMETER VALUES 
Parameter 
Resonator 
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 
5.72 
5.47 
785.4 
3 1.6 
*Note: Cavities are 10 cm diameter cylinders, 10 cm deep 
3.1.2 Uncoupled aesonator Measured Impedance & Comparisons With Predicted Values 
The  data from these tests were used t o  calculate the impedance of  panels of uncoupled reson- 
ators. By comparing the measured and predicted results, the validity of the models describctI 
in Section 2.1 was determined and the required experimentally derived constants assigned. 
3.1.2.1 Effect of Resonator Geometry 
A cornparison of  the single resonator parameter models in specific (dimensionless) acoustic 
units (Equations 2-6 and 2-7) with measured data from the three uncoupled resonators at  
the design duct flow Mach number, 0.45, is presented in Figures 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6. As indi- 
cated in the figures, the predicted and measured reactances are in good agreement. Since tile 
predicted reactance curves are dominated by the analogous spring parameter, Ca, a t  frequen- 
cies well below resonance, and the analogous mass parameters, Ma becomes important solnc- 
what below resonance, agreement in both frequency ranges indicates that both paramctcrs 
have been modeled correctly in terms of  the resonator geometry and duct flow. The cffcc- 
tive length used for the resonator neck was the actual length, I ,  plus 114 the diameter, d ,  
(rather than 1 + 0.35d) as discussed in Scction 2.1. This formula gave better agrecmcnt bc- 
tween predictions and measurements at  both 0.27 and 0.45 Mach number flows. 
As can be seen in Figures 3-4: 3-5 and 3-6, the measured resistance tencis to decrease with 
increasing frequency. In atldition, the values of resistance as calculated using equation 7-6 
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arc not in gootl agrccnicnt will1 :iic;~su ialttcs in the vicinity 01' rcsot l ;~~~cc.  AS disci~sscd 
in Section 2.1.1, two rcprcscntations .csist;tncc of a rcson:ttor twch were cl~~ployccl in 
couplet1 resonator impctlancc calculat to~~s.  'flic first asstttncs a ~-cs ic t :~nc~ co istant  with frc- 
qucncy ant1 in agrcc~licnt wit11 t l ~ c  ~ ~ l c a s ~ r r c d  d ;~ la  in tlic vicivit y of rcsolianccr as sliown in 
Figures 3-4 tlirougli 3-7. Tlic second, considcrcd as u I'urtl~cr r :t'inc~ncnt ;~ntl more rcprcsc~ita- 
tive of the data, is a point by point straight line Sit tlirougli thc actu~ll ~I ; IL ; I  points. Tllc re- 
sults of using thcsc two resistance modcls to  calcul;~tc coi~plctl resonator itnl~ctlancc ;ire dis- 
cussed in Sections 3.1.4 anti 3.3, rcspcctivcly. Suggestions for inlprovenient of the rcsist;lnce 
nlodcl arc prcscntcd in Section 3.3. 
The data in Figi~rcs 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 reprcscnt repcat test runs sprcad over scvcral clays, anil 
the sprcnd in the data sllould bc a good indication of  rcpc:~tability of tlil: measuremcnts. I 
Statistical calculations were pcrforrned o n  the data a t  each frcqucncy point, 2nd a typical 
value of the standard deviation estimnte for a series of  repcats is 10 percent of the mean for 
the resistance ( 0 ) .  For the reactance (x) the standard deviation is 0.1 dimensionless units. 
PREDICTED 
RESISTANCE - 
REACTANCE - - - 
MEASURED 
RESISTANCE 0 
REACTANCE 
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113 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY - Hz 
Figure 3-4 Comparison of Predicted attd Aleas~rred Inlpedance, Resotlator #I at hlt~ = 0.45 
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Figure 3-5 Comparison of Predicted and Aleasured Impedance, Resonator #2 at Mn = 0.45 
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Figure 3-6 Gmnparisot~ of Predicted and Afeantred Irrzpedu~lcr?, rieso~~ator #3 at M ~ I  = 0.45 
3.1.2.2. Effect of Grazing Flow 
A comparison of single resonator model ;incl mc;~surcd impcciunce a t  a Macli numbcr of 0.27 
is prescntcd in Figi~re 3-7. Tlie results arc similar t o  tllose a t  liiglicr flow (Figures 3-4 t l i ro~~gl i  
3-7). 'rlic resistance again tends to dccrcasc witti increasing frequency, a plienonlenon that 
is not i~ndcrstoorl but tliat can bc seen in the results of  otlicr investio~tions('). At both flow 
Macli nunibcrs, 0.27 and 0.45, the nicasurcd values of reactance of resonator # 1 are on  
average slightly less than the predic t~d  values, indicating that the definitions of Ma ant1 Ca 
in Llqi~ation 2-3 shoultl be adjusted slightly for this configuration. This discrepancy between 
prcclictcd and measured values is less for resonator # 2 (Figure 3-5) and disappears for reson- 
ator # 3 (Figure 3-6). Since the elements o f  the coupled resonators built and tested were 
sirliilnr in geo~net ry  to  resonator # 3, and since equation 2-3 predicts the reactance well for 
thus configuration, the equation wap used without modification for definition of  the coupled 
resonator p;?ranieters. 
. 113 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY - Hz 
Figure 3- 7 Cornparisort of  Predicted and Measrrrcd In~pedance, Resotiator #I or M~;'rr = 0.27 
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3.1.2.3 Effect of  Sound Pressure Level 
Changing souncl pressure level was found to have no effect on inipedancc at grazing flows of 
Mach liumber 0.27 ar~ci 0.45. In designing the coupled resonators, therefore, sound pressure 
level was riot a factor in tlctcrmining geometrical ~~aramctcrs ,  sucll as Icngtli and diameter, 
of the nccks exposed to flow. In addition, to make tlie parameters of the inner tube of each 
parallel couplecl pair as nearly independent of sound pressurc level as possible, a fibermetal 
insert was employed to sc t the resistance to the design value. Thc properties of fibermetals 
are relatively insensitive to sould pressure level compared to,  for example, perforated plate(5) 
3.1.3 Coupled Resonator Impedance fi/leasurements 
Tfie facility for measurement of coupled resonator impedance was identical t o  that for single 
resonators except that three microphone locations were required, as shown in Figure 3-5. As 
indicated in the figure, microphones were located in both cavities as well as in the duct wall. 
The cavity microphone signals are related to the net volume velocities into the two cavities 
by the equations: 
and the impedance of the coupled resonator configuration is calculated from the relation- 
ship : 
The various quantities are defined in Section 2.1 and in the list of abbreviations. 
Thc prcssurc across tlic orificcs cxposcd to grazing f l o ~  is not req1.lircd in the calci~latio~ls a t  
this point, but can bc exprcsscd as: 
which are co~isistant with equations 2-17 and 2-18 and Figures 2-3b and 3-8. 
Three coupled resonator configurations tested were as described in Section 2.3, Table 2-VI, 
and the test conditions were identical to those for the three uncoupled resonators. 
- FLOW 
Figure 3-8 Micropltot~e Placen~ent for Coupled Resot~atiw Inipcdu,rce A.lfasuremenrs 
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3.1.4. Comparison of Couplet1 Resonator Impe~lance Measurements with Predicted Values 
Exanlplcs o f  coupled resonator itllpcdancc mcasurcmcnts for the three coupled rcsonators 
at hlach nr~titbcr 0.45 grazing flow are prescntcd in Figures 3-9, 3-10, and 3-1 1 .  All show 
tllc prediction inflection in the reactance cllaractcristic discussed in Section 2.1. In thc 
frcqucncy range of the inflection, tlle predicted peak in the resistance is also seem to occur 
expcrimcntally. As in tllc case of  the single resonators, there is a tendcncy of resistance to 
dccrtl;~se with frequency. 
At the lower flow speed, sinlilar results are obtained. Coupled resonator impedance mea- 
suremcn ts for the optinlum configuration at Mac11 number 0.27 flow are presented in Fig- 
lire 3-1 2. The same trerld of resistance with frequency is observed in the figure as is ob- 
served at  Mach number 0.45 flow. 
113 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY - Hz 
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Figrrre 3-1 0 Comparison of Predicted and hfeasttred Impedance, Oprinlrrnl Couplcd Resotlator 
at Mn = 0.45 
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Figure 3-11 Comparison o f  Predicted and hleasured In/pedurlce. OffG~titllut!l C ~ u [ ~ l ( ' d  
Resonator at  hftr = 0.45 
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Figure 3-12 Gupled Resonator bnpedance Data at Mn = 0.27 
The  variation of resistance and reactance with frequency predicted from the model are in- 
cluded in the figures for comparison. The predicted reactance is in very good agreemen t wi th  
measured values. The predicted resistance does not display the decrease in value with in- 
creasing frequency. This latter discrepancy between I;rediction and measurement is believed 
to be the result of the use of a constant resistance in the modeling as is discussed further in 
Section 3.3. 
In its general features, the modeling procedure is verified by the experimental measurements. 
Only the observed dependcnce of resistance on frequency remains to  be investigated furtlicr. 
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3.2 COUPLE0 RESONATOR ATTENUATION TEST RESULTS 
Panels of cou~)lccl resonators wcrc fabricated for test according to  the sl)ecificatio~is o f t  lC 
optimunl and two off-optiinuni configurations. In each c:isc, tlie p;lnt1i Iengtll, witltll, :]I LI 
depth were tllc satiic as for Ihc P&WA baseline uncoupled panel. 7 1 ,.;t 11i:ltri.u IV;IS tllc 
satne as that <Ic~cribccl for the in\pcdaucc nlcasurcmcnts. Tl\c noisc > ~ , ~ i r c c  and mcasurc- 
rlient mcthotl were different, however, as described below. 
3.2.1 Coupled Resonator Attenuation Test Facility 
The flow duct described previousiy was used as a test facility for attcniiation t n c ~ i i r c ~ n e t ~ t s .  
The noise sor.lrce was broadband random in character. By recording arid comparing thc dif- 
ferences in one-tlzird octave band levels in the two leverberation cl:ambcrs, with a hartlwnll 
and a treated duct panel installed, attenuation levels were derermined for the various test con- 
figurations. 
3.2.2 Comparison of Predicted and Measured Attenuation of Coupled Resonator Panels 
The attenuation of  coupled resonator panels can be predicted using as input t o  the wave pro- 
pagation computer program either the impetlance predicted from the inipedance niodels 
(Sections 2-1 and 2-2) o r  the impedance measured directly as describzd in Section 3-1. A 
comparison of these two prediction methods for the optimum coupled configuration is pre- 
sented in Figure 3-13. Indications from this figure arc that the two are in very good agree- 
ment. For comparison with test results, however, the  measured impedance will be used. 
- -  PREDICTED FROM MODELED IMPEDANCE 
- PREDICTED FROM MEASURED IMPEDANCE 
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY (Hz) 
Figure 3-13 Conlparisotz u f A rrcnuatior~ Pr~dicted from Alo.lel atrtl dlcas!irctl Inlpcdotlcc, Oprit~r 11tl 
Configuration at Altl = 0.45, 50.8 cm Treatment l,etl,qth 
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A comparison of the ,:r:.tfictcd anti ~neasured one-tltird octavc band ;ltterit~ation at hlti = 0.45 
for tlic tlircc coupled col.tigurations as a function of one-third octave bantl center frccl~ictlcy 
is presented in Figure 3 . '  .. The agrceriicnt between the predictions and riicasurcnicnts is 
vcry good in the ccntral one-third octavc bands. Tlic largest discrepancies arc at the 250 ancl 
630  l lz one-third octave band points. Because of the stccpncss of the curves near tlicsc two 
frcqucncics, only a slight shift in the cilrvc of prcdictctl attenuation t o  higher frequency 
would substantially improve the akreement. As pretlictcd, the off-optim~rni A config~~rat ion 
shows tlic hidlest measured peak attenuation. 
Figure 3-14 Comparisor~ of Predicted a t ~ d  hfearured Attr.r~uation f ~ r  Three CulrpM Cor/iSlrratiorls, 
Mn = 0.45, 50.8 cm Treatmolt Length 
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A summary of  calculations of source noise PNI, reduction is presented in Table 2-11. Based 
on the attenuation measurements, all three coupled configurations give nearly equal PNL re.. 
ductions. The  average is about 5.1 PNdB as compared t o  2.8 PNdB for the P&WA baseline 
and 3.8 PNdB for the improved baseline uncotlpled configurations. 
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The  close^^^.*;^ of the three coupled configurations on  an annoyance (NOY) basis is shown i n  
Ficure 3-1 5 in which the attenuated source spectrum is plotted in annoyance units. As in- 
diiated in the figure, the controlling one-third octave bands are 3 15 and 800  I lz. BCC~LISL' 
of  this, the comparison o n  a PNL basis depends critically o n  tile attenuation in tliesc bands, 
and as indicatcci in Figure 3-14, the three coupled configurations have nearly idcntic:ll mca- 
sured attenuations in these two bands. Despite this discrepancy between ~)rctlictcci and  nica- 
sured values, the overall agrcenierlt bctween predicted and measured attenuation is cons~dcr- 
ed t o  be very good. 
THIRD OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY (Hz) 
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SUMMARY 01: RESONA'TOR AI'1'l.NUA'T'ION ON 
PNL BASIS, ' 1.8 Chi LL;NCTIl, Aln = 0.45 
Configuration NOYS 
-
PNL 
-
A I'N L 
-
.7 P&WA Baseline 43.0 94.3 2.8 
lrnproved Baseline 40.1 93.3 3.8 
Off Op t in~um A 36.9 92.0 5.1 
Optimum 37.2 92.2 4.9 
Off Optimum B 36.6 91.9 5.2 
0 OFc - T I M U M A  
0 OP 'JM 
A OFF-OPTIMUM B 
- 
0 * < L l J - - L L . I  
50 63 80 100 125 160 :JO 250 315 1100 500 630 800 1 ~ 0 0  
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Figure 3-15 Cbmparison of Tl~rcc Coupled Cot~figrrations oil at1 Atwoyance Basis 
In Figure 3-1 6, the P&WA basclinc measured attmnuation data are compared with tllc Inca- 
sured values for  the optimum coupled resonator. The rcsults indicatc that the coupling 
scheme in this case resulted in an incrcasc in pcak attenuation of about 50 percent arid an 
increase in band-width o f  about one onc-third octavc banti, as prcdictcd in Section 2-4. 
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t;igure 3-1 6 Con!pmison of Measured Atte~tuation for Baseline and Optinzrrtn Coicpkd Cuti- 
figuration at hln = 0.45, 50.8 cm Treatment Lengtlz 
3.3 Evaluation and Improvement of Resonator Fflodels 
The measured impedance of both single and coupled resonators is in good agreen~ent with 
predictions, as indicated in Section 3.1, except for a tendency for measured resistance to 
decrease wit11 increasing frequency. As indicated in Section 2.1, this behavior for single 
resonators is not consistant with the simple damped oscillator model, and to model a single 
resonator resistance varying with frequency requires the introduction of additional terms or 
variable coefficients into the governing equations. Furthermore, the p11ysic;il significancc of  
the parameters associated with these tenns must be understood to  derive the governing equa- 
tions of coupled resonators. The measured behdvior of resistance with frequency is not 
understood at this time and could well be the subject of additional studies. As was pointed 
o u t  previously, however, similar trends in resistance as a f ~ u ~ c t i o n  f frequeucy can be found 
in the results of other investigators('). 
During the testing, measurements were made with the duct prcssure microphone located on 
the orifice side of  the flow duct near the orifice as well as in the location across the duct in- 
dicated in Figure 3-3. The two locations were found to  be equivalent, and since the location 
of  the duct microphone shown in the figure was more convenient, it was used throughout 
the testing. 
With the assumption that the measured resistance is a property of the neck only, tlie inipcd- 
ance of the coupled resonators can be predicted from the measured impedance of single rcs- 
onators of equal open area. This was (lone for the coupled resonators, and tlie results are prc- 
sented ir, 7igitrcs 3-1 7, 3-1 8 and. 3-1 9. In the figures, the impedance of the three parallcl 
coupled configurations predicted from measured single resonator data are compared wi tli 
measured values. The resulting agreement is goocl, and in general agreement with the con- 
cept of n resistance that is associated with resonator nccks with grazing flow. 
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F i g w  3-19 Comparison of Chlculoted and Measured Coupled Resonator Inlpedance. O f l - O p t i ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~  
B, Mn-0.45 
3.4 EVALUATION OF THE COUPLED RESONATOR CONCEPT 
T h e  coupled resonator concept is evaluated o n  the baais of the PNL reduction of  tllc source 
spectrum achieved, compared with the reduction that can be achieved by the uncouplrd 
(baseline) resonators. As mentioned above, both coupled and oncoupled designs occupy 
equal volumes. Such a comparison indicates the degree of increase in liner cffectivenuss that 
can be achieved by the coupled scheme over the uncoupled. 
The  coupled resonators were found t o  be Inore effective than the  inc coup led. Since the 
s tudy involved coupling in pairs only, s natural question is what additional effectiveness 
could be aclliuv);+i by the use o f  more cornplcr coup~ i sg  sc~lcmes. Onc calcLI!ation th:lt c a n  
be performed i~i t$mut difficulty is the PNL reduction ;lchicved by a liypotllctical liner wit11 
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so many dcgrccs of' frccclo~n that the inipcdancc is optimum at cvcry frcclucncy. Wllilc sucll 
a liner miglit be itnl~ossible to construct, tllc calcul;~tccl PNL rc~luctiori is :I tl~corctical L I ~ I ) C S  
limit to the i m p r o v c ~ ~ l c ~ i t  that could be achicvetl by any SCIICIIIC. 
Plots of  liners of constant attenuation against irnperl~ince for thc lcast attcnuatcd motlc, F L I C ~ ~  
as  Figure 2-5, indicate that tlie nlaxirnu~n possible attenuation for a 50.8 c n ~  (20 inch) Icngtlt 
is about 4 0  dB  ;it low frequencies and ricarly itidependcnt of frcqi~ency ovcr the range of in- 
terest. This valuc was uscd t o  calculate tlie source spectrum PNL rctluction, ~lsing tlie spec- 
t rum of Figure 2-7 without any noise floor, obtainecl from a many Jegrcc of freedom systcm, 
and in Figure 3-20 the reduction in PNL of the soiirce spectruni is plotted as a function of 
I /n,  where n is tlie number of  degrees of freedom. Tlic t i ~ ~ m b c r  of degrees of freedom of J 
resonator is taken to  be equal to tlie number of  equations of motion required t o  describe 
the syste~n (i.e., the number of mass elements). The uncoupled resonator, therefore, has 
one  degree of freedom, the series coupled has two, tlie parallel coupled has three, and the 
folded has five. As indicated in the figure, coupling resonators in pairs achieves only a small 
fraction of  the theoretical potential, and the improvement sliould increase rapidly at  some 
point as the number of resonators coupled together is increased. 
In Figure 3-20, two configurations tested are indicated by the squares. These correspond to  
the  uncoupled baseline configuration (n = 1)  and the optimum parallel coupled configura- 
tion (n = 3). It  is assumed that an infinite number of deyrees of freedom should be assigned 
t o  the hypothetical ideal liner, discussed above, that gives the maximum possible attenua- 
tion of the source spectrum at  every frequency, and the resulting calculated PNL reduction 
is indicated by a circle. The dashed line is used t o  indicate the increase in source noise attenu- 
ation with increasing degrees of  freedom that must occur a? ne characteristics of the hypo- 
thetical ideal liner are approached. As shown in Table 3-11 ,fie parallel coupled resonator is 
significantly more effective in reducing the source spectrum noise than the uncoupled. 
Figure 3-20 indicates, however, that a much greater potential for improvement exists if the 
characteristics of tlie ideal liner can be approached more closely. Further study is required 
to determine t o  what extent  this can be accomplished. 
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0 MEASURED FOR r i  = 1 AND 3 
. Figure 3-20 Source Spectrum PNL Reductiorz Versus Reciprocal of Degrees of  Freedom 
34.1 Evaluation on Basis of Alternate Criterion 
As discussed in Section 2.2, an alternate criterion is the ~ninirniin? Icngth of liner required 
to achieve a given PNL reduction. Such a c r i t e i l ~ n  would be applicable t o  specific turbofan 
engine design problems. 
Studies were conducted to  determine the length of coupled lincr required to  achieve tlic 
same PNL reduction of the source spectrum as 50.8 cm. of the baseline liner. In Table 3-111, 
equivalent lengths of  liner are listed. As indicated in the table , the optimum pamllel co~lpltld 
configuration is predicted to have an eqiiivalent lerigtli 24% less tiinn tlic baseline. 
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By all indications, thc coi~plect reson:~tor approach sllows considcrablc promise as a means 
for  incrcnsing treatment cffcctivcncss at low frcrliicncy in tcrms of increased attenuation 
for  a given lctigtl~ of  l i~ ic r  and reduced lincr length t o  achieve a given attenuation with re- 
spect t o  rt broadband source spectrum, such as that considered in this study. Indications 
are that niirch grcatcr increase in effectivcness coultl bc achicved by more coniplex coupling 
schenles. 
TABLE 3-111 
EQUIVALENT LENGTHS O F  BASELINE AND COUPLED 
LINERS FOR SOURCE REDUC'I'ION OF 3.8 PNdB, hlN = 0.45 
Configuration Equivalent Length, cm 5% Decrease 
Improved 13aseline 50.8 -0- 
Optimum Coupled 38.6 24 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
4.1 CONCLUSIONS 
1. Investigations were conducted of inipedance cliaracteristics of single ~i;~coupled Hel~ii- 
holtz resonators subjected to grazing flow and have shown that existing rnodels for thc 
paratnetcrs of the governing equations, in terms of resonator geometry, are satisfactory 
except for an unexplained decrease in resistance with increasing frecluency. 
2. Impedance models we,E: derived for three types of coupled resonators based on the 
governing equations of motion and the single resonator equation parameters. Good 
agreement between predicted and measured impedance was obtained using measured 
values of the single resonator parameters, including the observed dependence of re- 
sistance on frequency. 
3. By a suitable choice of paramr :.:IS, the coupled resonator impedance could be adjusted 
so that a more nearly optimum :sistance and reactance could be achieved over a wider 
range of frequency compared tc the uncoupled resonator. 
4. Coupled resonator attenuation predictions were made for the frequency range 50 to  
SO00 Hz using the impedance models with an existing wave propagation computer 
program. Predicted and measured attenuation were in vely good agreement, and pre- 
dicted improvement in attenuation obtained by use of coupled resonators compared t o  
the uncoupled resonators were verified. 
5. The measured improvement in attenuation, under the optimization constraints used, 
of low frequency sound achieved by the best coupled scheme over the best uncoupled 
was a simultaneous increase in peak attenuatior. of 50% and in attenuation bandwidth 
of 113 octave. 
4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Further experimental and analytical work is required to  verify and to model the ob- 
served decrease of Helmholtz resonator resistance with increasing frequency, 
2. For purposes of low frequency sound absorber design in a turbofan engine exhaust 
environment, the capability to  model resonator parameters should be extended to  
include velocities to Mn = 0.65 and a wider range of resonator neck geometry. 
3. Although results obtai led to date by coupling resonators in pairs show good improve- 
ment over uncoupled design, considerable potential for further improvement without 
increase in treatment volume still exists (see Figure 3-20). Studies are required to cval- 
uate extension of  the coupling scheme to larger numbers of  resonators to  achieve as 
much as possiblc of this potential within practical co~is t r~ct ions  limitations. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
empirical constant 
2 resonator neck area (cni ) 
3 
resonator surface arca (cni-) 
speed of  sound (cm/scc) 
3 
analogous compressibility (cni-scc/cgs Kityl) 
resonator neck diameter (cm) 
d - 1  
resonator neck length (crn) 
effective resonator neck length ( c n ~ )  
Mach number 
2 analogous mass (cgs Rayls/ctn sec) 
2 acoustic pressure (dyneslcrn ) 
amplitude of p (dynes/cm2) 
acoustic volume velocity (cm-I sec-l ) 
amplitude of q (cm-' sec-l) 
2 analogous resistance (cgs Raylslcm ) 
3 resonator volume (cm ) 
analogous reactance (cgs ~ a ~ l s / c r n ~ )  
impedance (cgs Ray Is) 
3 analogous impedance (cgs Raylslcm') 
specific acoustic impedance 
specific acoustic resistance 
ambient density (gm/cm3) 
*d*s 
2 specific acoustic reactance (cgs Rayls/cm ) 
1 angular frequency (sec- ) 
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